Cross access is the consolidation of access points to improve safety and access to properties. Entrances between abutting properties can be combined into one at a break in the raised curb median to allow direct left turns into and out of the properties. This may require relocation and/or removal of existing entrances.

- See handout for additional information and speak to an IDOT representative today
- Property owners must sign cross access agreement and donate temporary easement required to construct combined entrance
- Locations other than those shown below may be considered

**POTENTIAL CROSS ACCESS LOCATIONS**

**With Cross Access**
- Location #1
  - Station 221+00
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**Without Cross Access**
- Location #2
  - Station 239+40
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- Location #3
  - Station 307+50
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- Location #4
  - Station 381+70
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- Location #5
  - Station 427+50
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